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Endogenous Flutuations with Pro-ylial R&DShunsuke Shinagawa�yAbstratThe literature on endogenous growth yles with R&D preditsounter-ylial alloation of resoures to R&D. However, this predi-tion is not supported by empirial studies. This paper onsiders theR&D-based growth model with endogenous utuations introduingpopulation growth and negative externality that works in R&D. Weshow that this simple modi�ation makes R&D investment pro-ylialalong sustained business yles using both an overlapping generationsframework and an in�nitely-lived agents framework.JEL lassi�ation: E32, O11, O41keywords: R&D-based growth model, ylial properties of R&D ex-penditure, endogenous utuations, semi-endogenous growth1 IntrodutionThis paper examines the how R&D ativity varies over the business y-le using the framework of the R&D-based growth models. Studies of theinteration between R&D and endogenous utuations were pioneered byJudd (1985) and Denekere and Judd (1992). They found utuating equi-librium paths in the variety-expansion model without apital aumulationby applying a bifuration theorem. Matsuyama (1999, 2001) has modi�edthe model in Denekere and Judd (1992) by introduing apital aumula-tion and intertemporal utility maximization, and investigated endogenous�Graduate Shool of Eonomis, Waseda University.yE-mail : s.shinagawa.2�gmail.om 1



growth with utuations.1 One of the main preditions of these theoreti-al models was ounter-ylial behavior of R&D over the sustained growthyles, that is, with low growth, resoure alloation to R&D is high. Inaddition, this ounter-yliality of R&D made produtivity improvementsounter-ylial. Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2003) have studied the endoge-nous growth model with the endogenous utuations, whih was based onthe quality-ladder framework of Grossman and Helpman (1991) and the the-ory of implementation yle of Shleifer (1986). In their model, produtivityimprovements were pro-ylial; however R&D expenditure was still ounter-ylial. Other several literature, suh as W�alde (2002), Bental and Peled(1996), and Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2008), predited the ounter-ylialbehavior of R&D.2However, the predition that R&D expenditure is ounter-ylial is dif-�ult to justify from empirial studies. W�alde and Woitek (2004) havestudied ylial properties of R&D in G7 ountries using annual data for1973 to 2000. They found that aggregate R&D expenditure tended to bepro-ylial, and argued that the predition of Matsuyama (1999, 2001)was ounter-fatual. Fat�as (2000) and Comin and Gertler (2006) also havefound a highly pro-ylial tendeny of R&D expenditure using U.S. data.In partiular, Comin and Gertler (2006) foused on longer term osillationsthan onventional business yles. They alled suh osillations as the \medium-term yle", whih was de�ned as inluding frequenies between ahalf year and 50 years. In this respet, there is lose relationship betweentheir empirial study and our theoretial analysis. Further, Geroski andWalters (1995) argued that produtivity improvement was also pro-ylialfrom U.K. data. Barlevy (2007), using data from both the NSF and Stan-dard & Poor's Compustat database of publily traded ompanies, found a1More preise studies of the dynamis of Matsuyama's model were presented by Mitra(2001), Mukherji (2005), and Gardini et al. (2008). Gardini et al. (2008) showed that nostable yle an exist exept for period-2 yles.2Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2008) did not interpret the ativity that was a soure ofprodutivity improvements as R&D, but as \entrepreneurial searh". However, its proesswas formally idential to the R&D proess in the earlier model suh as Grossman andHelpman (1991) and Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2003).2



positive orrelation between the growth rate of R&D at the industry levelas well as the aggregate level.The main purpose of this paper is to provide the endogenous utuationsmodel with pro-ylial behavior of R&D. We modify the variety-expansionmodel in Matsuyama (1999, 2001), introduing population growth and anegative externality that a�ets the produtivity of R&D. In the modeldeveloped here, we assume that �nding new knowledge beomes more dif-�ult as eonomies beome tehnologially more advaned, as in the semi-endogenous growth model in Jones (1995) and Segerstrom (1998).3 Thisassumption has been �rst proposed to eliminate the sale e�et, whih is se-rious ounter-fatual predition in the �rst-generation R&D-based endoge-nous growth models suh that the eonomy with a large population growsfaster.4The literature that has a ommon purpose with this paper inludesW�alde (2005), Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2009), Comin and Gertler (2006),and Barlevy (2007). Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2009) have studied the en-dogenous business yle model based on Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2003),and deomposed the innovation proess into three distint stages: R&D,ommerialization, and innovation, to modify their previous result. Theirmodel provided the pro-ylial movement of R&D, and ounter-ylialmovement of ommerialization played entral role for this new result. Fur-ther, they showed that the total expenditure for innovation, whih was de-�ned by the sum of expenditure for R&D and ommerialization, movedpro-ylially in their numerial example. W�alde (2005) also showed pro-ylial R&D behavior, by using a quality-ladder framework with apitalaumulation. Above two models had a similar property to our model inthat they assumed the negative externality of knowledge aumulation andderive non-sale growth with endogenous utuations. On the other hand,3Jones (1995) alls suh externality the �shing out e�et.4Jones (1995) was also the study based on the variety-expansion model in Romer(1990), however, its balaned growth path has a saddle property, and no endogenousutuation ours as proved by Arnold (2006). Note that in order to examine the dynamisanalytially, Arnold (2006) assumed onstant returns to labor in R&D, whih was notassumed in Jones' original model. 3



Comin and Gertler (2006) and Barlevy (2007) have disussed the ylialityof R&D over the business yles that were aused by exogenous shoks. Theformer was based on a variety-expansion framework, and uses similar ap-proah to Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2009), i.e., deomposing the innovationproess.5 The later, using a quality-ladder framework, showed that equi-librium R&D was pro-ylial in a deentralized market, however, optimalR&D was ounter-ylial by a entral planner's problem.As an be seen from these studies, theoretial explanation of pro-ylialityof R&D is one of the most ontroversial topis in the studies of R&D andbusiness yles. This paper ahieves the pro-ylial R&D behavior undermore simple assumption than Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2009) and W�alde(2005), and does not requires the exogenous shoks unlike in the Comin andGertler (2006) and Barlevy (2007).The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next setion setsup the model used in our theoretial investigation, and derives the law ofmotion whih haraterizes the equilibrium path of the eonomy. Setion 3examines the dynamial property of the model, and shows that the equilib-rium path utuates endogenously. Setion 4 fouses on period-2 yles, andstudies the yliality of R&D investment. Setion 5 studies the model within�nitely lived agents to show robustness of our results. Setion 6 providesonlusions.2 The ModelWe onsider a dynami model based on Matsuyama (1999). Time is dis-rete and indexed by t = 0; 1; 2; : : :. There is a single �nal good takenas a numeraire, whih is produed using intermediate goods and labor. Itan be onsumed or invested. A new variety of intermediate goods is in-vented by alloating apital for R&D ativities, and inventors enjoy a one-period monopoly by patent protetion. The available intermediate goodsare produed by multiple intermediate �rms using apital. Finally, we as-sume two-period-lived overlapping generations households, who supply labor5They introdued the stage of \adoption" instead of ommerialization.4



inelastially when young.Final goods. We assume that perfet ompetition prevails in the �nalgoods market. The prodution funtion is given byYt = AL1��t Z Nt0 xt(z)�dz; 0 < � < 1; A > 0: (2.1)where Yt is the amount of �nal output, Lt is labor whih supplied inelas-tially, xt(z) is the amount of the intermediate good indexed by z, and1=1�� denotes the elastiity of substitution between every pair of interme-diate goods. Nt is the number of available intermediate goods in period t,whih represents a tehnology level of the eonomy.Pro�t maximization yields wt = (1 � �)Yt=Lt and the inverse demandfuntion for eah intermediate good z aspt(z) = �AL1��t xt(z)�(1��); for z 2 (0; Nt℄; (2.2)where wt is the real wage rate and pt(z) is the prie of the intermediate goodz.Intermediate goods. Eah intermediate good is produed by using oneunit of apital. Beause of limited patent protetion, the \old" intermediategoods, [0; Nt�1), are supplied ompetitively, and hene the prie is equal tomarginal ost, pt(z) = rt, for z 2 (0; Nt�1℄. However, the \new" intermediategoods invented in period t�1, (Nt�1; Nt℄, are supplied monopolistially, andsold at monopoly prie, pt(z) = rt=�, for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄. All intermediategoods enter symmetrially into the prodution of the �nal good, i.e. xt(z) =xt, for z 2 [0; Nt�1℄, and xt(z) = xmt, for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄. From (2.2), wean easily show that xmt = � 11��xt holds, and the maximized monopolypro�t is �t(z) = �t � 1� �� xmtrt; for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄: (2.3)Considering these results of pro�t maximization of the intermediategoods �rms, we an rewrite the prodution funtion (2.1) asYt = AL1��t (� 11��xt)�Nt�1 � NtNt�1 � 1 + �� �1�� � : (2.4)5



R&D. The number of intermediate goods, N , expands aording to thefollowing equation: 6Nt �Nt�1 = � RtN�t�1 ; N0 > 0; � > 0; � > 0;where Rt is the amount of the apital alloated to R&D. Following theformation adopted in Jones (1995), we assume that the past disoveriesmake more diÆulty to invent the new mahine. This e�et is aptured by� > 0.Eah inventor enjoys one-period monopoly and earns the pro�t �t. There-fore, in equilibrium, the following free-entry ondition must be hold:�mt � ��1N�t�1rt; with an equality whenever Nt > Nt�1: (2.5)A break-even point of xmt is given by �xmt � �1����1N�t�1. It beomes largerfor large value of � sine R&D beomes ostlier for given Nt�1.Finally, the apital market learing requiresKt�1 = Rt + (Nt �Nt�1)xmt +Nt�1xt; (2.6)whereKt�1 is the amount of apital whih is aumulated in period t�1 andavailable in period t. Available apital is used by (1)R&D, (2) produingmonopolisti intermediate goods, and (3)produing ompetitive intermedi-ate goods, as shown on the right-hand side of (2.6).Consumers. Eah onsumer lives for two period. When young, she sup-plies one unit of labor and earns the wage wt, whih is divided into savingand onsumption. When old, she only onsumes using her saving. Let 1tand 2t+1 denote the onsumptions in periods t and t+ 1 of the onsumersborn in period t, respetively. Eah onsumer hooses 1t and 2t+1 thatmaximizes the utility Ut = (1� s) log 1t + s log 2t+1, subjet to the budgetonstraint, 2t+1 = (wt � 1t)rt+1.6This spei�ation is based on Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991) \the lab equipmentmodel". 6



The solution to this simple maximization problem is haraterized bythe following linear saving funtion.Kt = swtLt = s(1� �)Yt; (2.7)where Lt represents the number of onsumers born in period t, whih growsat the exogenous rate n, i.e., Lt = (1 + n)Lt�1.2.1 EquilibriumSubstituting (2.3), (2.5), and xt=xmt = �� 11�� into (2.6) yieldsNt �Nt�1Nt�1 = �(kt�1) � maxf0; �� �1�� (kt�1 � 1)g; (2.8)xt = max� KtNt�1 ; �� 11�� �xmt� ; (2.9)where we de�ne kt�1 � � �1�� (1 � �)�Kt=N1+�t�1 . If kt�1 > 1 holds, i.e., theeonomy has the suÆient stok of apital relative to the tehnologial level,the positive amount of apital is alloated R&D and Nt > Nt�1 holds. Onthe other hand, if kt�1 � 1, no R&D ours and no tehnologial progressarises.Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.4) shows that the total output isequal toYt = AL1��t N1+��t�1[� �1�� (1� �)�℄� (kt�1);  (kt�1) � 8<:k�t�1; if kt�1 � 1;kt�1; if kt�1 > 1: (2.10)To desribe the equilibrium path of this eonomy, we de�ne the followinga new variable : `t�1 � [s(1� �)A℄ 11��� �1�� (1� �)� LtN�t�1 :Summarizing (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) yields the following two-dimensionaldynamial system: 7



`t = f `(kt�1; `t�1) = 8><>:(1 + n)`t�1; if kt�1 � 1(1 + n)`t�1[1 + �� �1�� (kt�1 � 1)℄� ; if kt�1 > 1kt = fk(kt�1; `t�1) = 8><>:`1��t�1 k�t�1; if kt�1 � 1`1��t�1 kt�1[1 + �� �1�� (kt�1 � 1)℄1+� ; if kt�1 > 1 (2.11)
If the initial values of k0 and `0 are given, the law of motion (2.11) hara-terizes the equilibrium path, fkt; `tg10 , whose properties are dependent onparameter values, �, n, and �.3 DynamisThe law of motion (2.11) has a unique positive �xed point, (k�; `�), wherek� = 1 + � �1�� [(1 + n) 1� � 1℄ > 1; `� = (1 + n) 1+��(1��) : (3.1)In the long-run, k � 1 is not sustainable by an exogenous population growth,therefore, (k�; `�) is a unique non-trivial �xed point of the dynamial system(2.11).7 At this �xed point, K, Y (or per apita output y � Yt=(Lt�1 +Lt)), and N grow at onstant rates, i.e., the eonomy ahieves the balanedgrowth. The balaned growth rates of per apita output is derived as g�y =(1 + n) 1� � 1, whih is independent of population, L.Stability. The two-dimensional system (2.11) has two predetermined vari-able, k and `. If the �xed point is a sink, it is loally stable.Proposition 3.1 There is a unique bifuration pointof �, �b, whih satis�esB(�b)� �(�b) = 0. The �xed point (k�; `�) is a sink for � < �b, whereas isa saddle point for � > �b, where B(�; �) and �(�) are de�ned as follows:B(�) � 2� �(1 + �)2 + �(1 + �) ; �(�) � �� �1�� � 1(1 + n) 1� :7Substituting `t = `t�1 > 0 into `t = f `(kt�1; `t�1), and solving for kt�1, we obtain k�uniquely. There uniquely exists `� orresponding to k�.8



Figure 1: The Phase Diagram.Further, in the suÆiently small neighborhood of (k�; `�), the system (2.11)has a periodi orbit of period-2 on one side of the bifuration point �b.proof. See Appendix A.Proposition 3.1 argues that the unique �xed point loses its stability forsuÆiently large �. Moreover, a ip bifuration (period-doubling bifura-tion) ours by slightly hanging a bifuration parameter �. If this bifur-ation is superritial, there is stable period-2 yles for � > �b in theneighborhood of �b. On the other hand, if the bifuration is subritial,period-2 yles with a saddle property for � < �b.Phase diagram. Figure 1 shows the phase diagram of the dynamial sys-tem (2.11). �` = 0 urve is vertial line at kt�1 = k�. �k = 0 urve, whih
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is upward sloping with a kink at kt�1 = 1, is given by`t�1 = �0(kt�1) � 8<:kt�1; for kt�1 � 1;[1 + �� �1�� (kt�1 � 1)℄ 1+�1�� ; for kt�1 > 1:The dotted urve is given by`t�1 = �1(kt�1) = 8><>:�1;k�1(kt�1) � k� �1��t�1 ; for kt�1 � 1;�1;k>1(kt�1) � � [1+�� �1�� (kt�1�1)℄1+�kt�1 � 11�� ; for kt�1 > 1,and if and only if (kt�1; `t�1) is below this urve, kt < 1 holds.3.1 Cylial properties of R&DIn Proposition 3.1, we have shown the existene of utuating equilibriumpaths. For the remainder of this setion, we will study how R&D investmentand a growth rate move along suh utuating equilibrium path.Let gyt � (yt � yt�1)=yt�1 denote the growth rate of per apita outputin period t. The level of R&D investment in period t is given by Rt �maxf0; N1+�t�1 �� �1�� �(kt�1�1)g. Comparing periods t and t+1, when (gyt�gyt�1)(Rt �Rt�1) > 0 holds, then R&D investment is pro-ylial , that is,apital alloation to R&D is high with a high growth.Whether R&D investment in periods t and t+1 is pro-ylial or ounter-ylial depends on a pair of kt�1 and `t�1. We de�ne S as follows:S = S1 [ S2 [ S3 [ S4:If (kt�1; `t�1) belongs to S, R&D investment is pro-ylial for periods t andt+ 1. S1 { S4 are de�ned asS1 = n(kt�1; `t�1) j ��11;k�1(`t�1) � kt�1 < ��12 (`t�1)o ;S2 = n(kt�1; `t�1) j maxfk�; ��13 (`t�1)g < kt�1 < ��11;k>1(`t�1)o ;S3 = �(kt�1; `t�1) j 1 < kt�1 < minf��13 (`t�1); k�g	 ;S4 = n(kt�1; `t�1) j maxf(1 + n)�1; ��11;k�1(`t�1)g < kt�1 < 1o ;10



S1 S2 S3 S4kt�1 kt�1 > 1 kt�1 � 1kt kt � 1 kt > 1R &D Rt > Rt+1 = 0 Rt > Rt+1 > 0 Rt+1 > Rt > 0 Rt+1 > Rt = 0growth gyt > gyt+1 gyt+1 > gytTable 1: Behaviors of R&D investment and growth rate for (kt�1; `t�1) 2 S.where �2(k) � "(1 + n)[1 + �� �1�� (k � 1)℄k # 11�� ;�3(k) � "k � 1 + [1 + �� �1�� (k � 1)℄1+�k # 11�� ;and these domains are k > 1. ��1i denotes the inverse funtion of �i. Sine�3(k), �2(k), �1;k<1(k), and �1;k�1(k) are stritly monotoni funtions, theseinverse funtions exist.Figure 2 shows S on the (kt�1; `t�1) plane. Note that �3(kt�1) satis�es�0(kt�1) > �3(kt�1) > �1(kt�1) for 8kt�1 > 1, and �2(kt�1) intersets �1(kt�1)at kt�1 = k�. S1, S2, and S3 are loated in the region with kt�1 > 1, whereasS4 is loated in the region with kt�1 � 1.For (kt�1; `t�1) 2 S1, `t�1 < �1(kt�1), then kt < 1. Therefore, no R&Dours in period t + 1, that is, Rt > Rt+1 = 0 holds. In this ase, thegrowth rates of two periods are derived as yt+1 = (1 + n)�1`1��t�1 and yt =(1 + n)�1`1��t k��1t = (1 + n)�1[f `(kt�1; `t�1)℄1��[fk(kt�1; `t�1)℄��1, andgyt > gyt+1 holds when `t�1 > �2(kt�1). As for S2, S3, and S4, we summarizein Table 1. If the equilibrium paths ontinue to utuate among theseregions, R&D moves pro-ylially in the long-run. In the next setion, wewill investigate this issue fousing on the period-2 yles.
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Figure 2: The set of (kt�1; `t�1) that R&D moves pro-ylially.4 Period-2 CylesThe existene of the period-2 yles is veri�ed in the following way.Proposition 4.1 If and only if � � ��1, the system (2.11) has a pair of the�xed point of period-2, (kH ; `H) and (kL; `L), suh that kL � 1 < kH , where��1 is de�ned as follows:��1 � log(1 + n)log �(1 + n) 1+�2 +r(1 + n)1+� � 4� �1�� �1� � �1����� log�2� �1��� :proof. Solving `H = fL(fK(kH ; `H); fL(kH ; `H)) for ksH, we obtainkH � 1 + � �1�� [(1 + n) 2� � 1℄ > 1:
12



Further, kL, `L, `H arekL � [kH(1 + n) 1��2 � 1+�� ℄ 21+� ;`L � (kH) 11+� (1 + n) 2�1��2 � 1+�� � 1��2 �;and `H = (1+n)`L. Some algebra shows that kL � 1 is satis�ed if and onlyif � � ��1.When the parameters satisfy the onditions of Proposition 4.1, the sys-tem (2.11) has the period-2 yles moving bak and forth between twophases, as shown in Denekere and Judd (1992) or Matsuyama (1999). Inone phase, apital is alloated to R&D, and new intermediate goods are in-vented. In the other phase, all apital is alloated to the intermediate goodssetor, and no invention ours. We shall refer to eah phase as the R&Dphase and the no R&D phase, respetively. The average growth rates of perapita output over the yles are given by gyley = (1 + n) 1� � 1, whih isequal to the growth rate along BGP, g�.Our main purpose is to make lear whether R&D investment is pro-ylial or ounter-ylial over business yles. Let g1X denote the growthrate of the variable X in the R&D phase that is haraterized in Proposition4.1. As similar, g0X denotes the growth rate of X in the no-R&D phase.Proposition 4.2 (a) If � > 1=2, there exists the threshold, ��2, suh thatg1y > g0y holds for � 2 [ ��1; ��2), while g1y < g0y holds for � > ��2, where��2 � log(1 + n)log(1� � �1�� )� log� �1�� > ��1:(b) If � � 1=2, g1y > g0y holds for any � � ��1.g1y > g0y means that the R&D phase ahieves a faster growth than theno-R&D phase, that is, R&D investment is pro-ylial. In ontrast, wheng1y < g0y , R&D investment is high with a low growth. Aording to theresults showed in the previous setion, onsidering parameter onditions for(kH ; `H) belongs to S1 (or, equivalently, (kL; `L) belongs to S4), we anprove the above proposition. 13
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Figure 3: the yliality of R&D.The result of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 appears in Figure 3 with � onthe horizontal axis, � on the vertial axis, and two downward urves. Theregion above the graph of ��1 orresponds to the set of � and � for whihperiod-2 yles that are desribed in Proposition 4.1 exists. Further, thatregion is separated into two regions by the graph of ��2, and the lower regionorresponds to the set of parameters assoiated with pro-ylial R&D in-vestment, while the upper region orresponds to the set of parameters withounter-ylial R&D investment. We an see that when � � 1=2, in whihase the elastiity of substitution between eah intermediate good is low, orthe mark-up of monopoly prie is high, there does not exist the value of �that ause ounter-ylial R&D investment. Whereas, when � > 1=2, thesign of the inequality between g1y and g0y may hange depending the valuesof �.Examples. We assume that the parameter values are � = f1=3; 0:9g, n =(1:012)10 � 1 ' 0:1267. The rate of population growth hosen means thatthe population growth rate of 1:2%=year and the patent length of 10 years.Example 1 If � = 0:9$n = 0:1267, and � = 0:27, the �xed point (k�; `�) is14



a saddle point, and there exist the �xed points of period-2. The growth ratesof eah phase are (g1y ; g0y) = (0:5552; 0:5558). Therefore, R&D investment isounter-ylial.Example 2 If � = 0:9$n = 0:1267$and � = 0:25, the �xed point (k�; `�) isa saddle point, and there exist the �xed points of period-2. The growth ratesof eah phase are (g1y ; g0y) = (0:6118; 0:6111). Therefore, R&D investment ispro-ylial.The value of parameter, � = 0:9, orresponds to the mark-up of monopolyprie, 1=� ' 1:1111. For example, Rotemberg and Woodford (1995) esti-mated as 1:115. � = 0:9 is onsistent with their estimation. The thresholdvalues of � are �b = 0:1572, ��1 = 0:1007, and ��2 = 0:2604.Example 3 If � = 1=3$n = 0:1267, and � = 0:61, the �xed point (k�; `�) isa saddle point, and there exist the �xed points of period-2. The growth ratesof eah phase are (g1y ; g0y) = (0:2458; 0:1869). Therefore, R&D investment ispro-ylial.In this ase, �b = 0:4298 and ��1 = 0:4280, and R&D moves pro-yliallyregardless of the value of �.4.1 Deomposition of growth rates.When R&D ours in period t, R&D a�ets the amount of output, Yt,through the three hannels: introduing the new goods, monopoly distor-tion, and dereasing resoures alloated to the manufaturing setor. Thee�ets of monopoly distortion an be deomposed into two e�ets. First,the diret e�et: the patented goods are supplied lower than the ompeti-tive level by the monopolisti ompetition. Seond, the indiret e�et: theresoure onstraint is relaxed by dereasing the supply of the patented goodsby the diret e�et. Then, available apital per variety inreases.As similar, the e�ets by introduing new varieties an be deomposedinto the diret e�et and the indiret e�et. The manufaturing setor ismore produtive by the diret e�et. Whereas, available apital per variety15



dereases by the indiret e�et. These e�ets work in opposite diretions,however, the diret e�et always dominates. Further, the diret e�et of in-troduing new goods is weakened by the diret e�et of monopoly distortion.The similar relation applies to the indiret e�ets.The prodution funtion (2.1) an be rewritten asYt =AL1��t �Kt�1Nt�1��� [1 + � �1���t℄| {z }the diret e�ets� 1(1 + � 11���t)�| {z }the indiret e�ets� Kt�1 �RtKt�1| {z }the loss by alloatingapital to R&Dwhere �t � �(kt�1) = (Nt �Nt�1)=Nt�1, whih aptures the e�et of intro-duing new goods. The e�ets of monopoly distortion, whih are apturedby � �1�� < 1 and � 11�� < 1, are ampli�ed by a larger value of �t. If�t = Rt = 0$the seond line of the above equation equals to 1.Then, the gross growth rate of output in period t, 1 + gY t = Yt=Yt�1, iswritten asYtYt�1 = [1 + �t� �1�� ℄" 11 + �t� 11�� #�| {z }the e�et ofintroduing new goods � 1 + �t�11 + �t�1� �1�� "1 + � 11���t�11 + �t�1 #�| {z }dissolution ofmonopoly distortion� � (Kt�1 �Rt)=Kt�1(Kt�2 �Rt�1)=Kt�2 ��| {z }variation of the rate of apitalusing in manufaturing setor ��Kt�1Kt�2��� LtLt�1�1��| {z }aumulation ofprodution fator :
(4.1)In the R&D-based growth model with temporally patent protetion, theo�spring of R&D spreads for two stages. The �rst stage is introduing newgoods, whih orresponds to the �rst part of right-hand side of (4.1). Inthis stage, however, the supply of new goods are lower than the ompetitivelevel. The seond stage is dissolution of suh monopoly distortion. This16



orresponds to the seond part of (4.1). Therefore, the growth rate in periodt is a�eted by R&D in periods t and t� 1.The �rst part is onstruted by the diret e�et and indiret e�et asshown above, and it is larger than 1 when �t > 0, whereas equals to 1 when�t = 0. As similar, the seond part is larger than 1 as long as �t�1 > 0,whereas equals to 1 for �t�1 = 0. The third part aptures the variationof the rate of apital alloated to the intermediate goods setor betweenperiods t and t � 1. The fourth part aptures apital aumulation andgrowth of labor supply.We will study the ase of the period-2 yles haraterized in Proposition3.1. In the R&D phase, whih assumed in period T , no R&D ours in theprevious period, i.e., �T�1 = RT�1 = 0. Then, (4.1) is rewritten for t = TasYTYT�1 = [1 + �T� �1�� ℄" 11 + �T� 11�� #� �KT�1 �RTKT�1 ���KT�1KT�2��� LTLT�1�1�� :(4.2)On the other hand, in the no R&D phase, period T + 1, the gross growthrate isYT+1YT = 1 + �T1 + �T� �1�� "1 + � 11���T1 + �T #� � KT�1KT�1 �RT ��� KTKT�1���LT+1LT �1�� :(4.3)Larger kT�1 means that larger �T . Therefore, in (4.2), the e�et ofintroduing new goods works strongly, and the rate of apital alloated to theintermediate goods setor falls. Moreover, the e�et of apital aumulation(KT�1=KT�2)� weakens beause the prodution funtion has diminishingreturns for apital in period T � 1.8 These e�ets anel eah other out,and (4.2) is independent from kT�1 after all. Whereas, kT�1 has a positiveinuene on (4.3) through the release from monopoly distortion and the8We should reall that KT�1=KT�2 = sYT�1=KT�2 and kT�2 has a positive relationto kT�1. 17



loss of alloating apital to R&D.9 Therefore, R&D tend to move ounter-ylially for large kT�1.Both (4.2) and (4.3) depend on `t�1 through the e�et of apital aumu-lation. However, `t�1 has a larger inuene on (4.2) than (4.3). Therefore,R&D tend to move pro-ylially for large `T�1.Summarizing these analyses, we an explain the reason why �2(k) isupward sloping in Figure 2. Taking � that (kH ; `H) belongs to a northwestregion of �2(k), we obtain the period-2 yle with pro-ylial R&D. Inaddition, if � = 0 and n = 0, �1(k) = �2(k) holds for 8k > 1. Therefore,S1 = ;, i.e., the pair of kt�1 and `t�1 that ahieves pro-ylial R&D doesnot exist. This ase orresponds to Matsuyama's original ase.5 Model with In�nitely lived AgentsIn this setion, we onsider an in�nitely lived agents eonomy instead ofan OLG framework, and show robustness of our results. Using an OLGframework is not desirable in the temporally patent model as in Matsuyama(1999) or Aloi and Lasselle (2007), beause the one period of the disretetime has two distint interpretations: patent length and a half of lifetime.10There is no reason that they are idential.5.1 The modelWe suppose the same struture as in setion 2 regarding the �nal goodssetor, the intermediate setor, and R&D. Therefore, (2.1) { (2.6) and (2.8){ (2.10) hold, where Lt is the number of in�nitely lived households, whosupply one unit of labor inelastially, and grows at n. With other parametersand variables, we de�ne in the same way we did in setions 2.As for onsumers or households, assuming in�nitely lived agents makes9KT =KT�1 is independent from kT�1, sine the prodution funtion has onstant re-turns for apital in the R&D regime.10Matsuyama (1999) did not present utility maximization expliitly, however, his savingfuntion an be derived from the onventional OLG assumptions. Matsuyama (2001) havestudied an in�nitely lived agents eonomy. 18



that the optimal onsumption path is haraterized by an Euler equationinstead of the saving funtion (2.7). Eah household hooses a onsumptionpath that maximizes the disounted utility, P1t=0 �t log ̂t, subjet to thebudget onstraint, k̂t+1 = wt + rtk̂t � ̂t � nk̂t+1, where � 2 (0; 1) is thedisount fator. ̂t = Ct=Lt and k̂t = Kt�1=Lt are per apita onsumptionand stok of apital, and the �nal goods market lears whenYt = Kt + Ct: (5.1)The solution to this simple maximization problem is haraterized by anEuler equation and a transversality ondition as follows:̂t̂t�1 = �rt1 + n; (5.2)limT!1�T k̂T+1̂T = 0: (5.3)Equilibrium. We de�ne the following new variables:^̀t�1 � A 11��� �1�� (1� �)� LtN�t�1 ; t�1 � � �1�� (1� �)� Ct�1N1+�t�1 :In equilibrium, Yt = rtKt+wtLt holds, therefore the rate of return on apitalis rt = �Yt=Kt = � ^̀1��t�1  (kt�1)k�1t�1: (5.4)Summarizing (2.8), (2.10), (5.1), (5.2), and (5.4) gives the three-dimensionaldynamial system as follows:kt = f̂k(kt�1; ^̀t�1; t�1) � 8><>:^̀1��t�1 k�t�1 h1� �� t�1kt�1 i ; for kt�1 � 1;^̀1��t�1 [kt�1���t�1℄[1+�� �1�� (kt�1�1)℄1+� ; for kt�1 > 1;^̀t = f `(kt�1; ^̀t�1);t = f̂ (kt�1; ^̀t�1; t�1) � 8<:�� ^̀1��t�1 k�(1��)t�1 t�1; for kt�1 � 1;�� ^̀1��t�1 t�1[1+�� �1�� (kt�1�1)℄1+� ; for kt�1 > 1; (5.5)
where f `(�; �) was de�ned in (2.11). If the initial value of (k0; ^̀0) is given, theequilibrium path, fkt; ^̀t; tg10 , is haraterized by the law of motion (5.5)and the transversality ondition (5.3).19



5.2 DynamisThe law of motion (5.5) has a unique positive �xed point, (k�; ^̀�; �), where^̀� = "(1 + n) 1+���� # 11�� ; � = k��1� ���� � :At this �xed point, the eonomy ahieves the balaned growth. Moreover,sine k̂ and ̂ grow at the same rate along BGP, the transversality ondition(5.3) is satis�ed as long as � < 1.The three-dimensional system (5.5) has two predetermined variable, kand ^̀, and one non-predetermined variable, . The loal saddle path sta-bility requires a two-dimensional loally stable manifold. We an verify thefollowing proposition through a loal stability analysis.Proposition 5.1 There is a unique threshold of �, �̂b, whih satis�es B̂(�̂b)��(�̂b) = 0. If � > �̂b, the �xed point (k�; ^̀�; �) is loally unstable, whereB̂(�) is de�ned as follows:B̂(�) � 2(1 + ��) � �[�2� + �(1 + �) + 1℄2(1 + ��) + �[�2� + �(1 + �) + 1℄ :proof. See Appendix B.Aording to the proposition, for the suÆiently large value of �, thereexists only the one-dimensional loally stable manifold. Therefore, the eon-omy that starts lose to the �xed point will move away from it. Sine atrajetory annot approah the unique �xed point asymptotially, the equi-librium dynamis of the eonomy exhibits endogenous utuation for almostall initial ondition.Period-2 Cyles. With respet to the existene of the period-2 yles, wean show a similar result with Proposition 4.1, i.e., the three-dimensionaldynamial system (5.5) has the period-2 yles utuating between R&Dregime and no-R&D regime exist for � > ��1. Suh periodi orbits satisfythe transversality ondition. As for ylial properties of R&D, it is possibleto show that the idential result shown in Proposition 4.2 and Figure 3. Thedisount fator � does not a�et these results.20



6 ConlusionThis paper has examined the yliality of the R&D investment over thebusiness yles by using the variety expansion model with limited patentprotetion. We have shown that the unique �xed point loses its stability andthere exists period-2 yles moving bak and forth between the R&D phaseand the no-R&D phase. Moreover, we have examined the possibility andonditions that R&D investment is pro-ylial over the period-2 yles, andhave proved the existene of the parameters set that ahieves pro-ylialR&D, whih is shown in many empirial studies. In our model, ounter-ylial R&D requires the large apital share and the suÆiently strongexternal e�et. In other ases, R&D investment is pro-ylial.We assume exogenous population growth and the negative externalityof the stok of knowledge that works in R&D, following the formation ofthe semi-endogenous growth model. 11 In our model, the parameter of thisexternality plays the entral role in deision of the yliality of R&D.A Proof of Proposition 3.1In order to examine the loal stability, we linearize the system (2.11) aroundthe �xed point (k�; `�)."kt � k�t`t � `�t # = J "kt�1 � k�`t�1 � `� # ; where J � "fk�1 fk�2f `�1 f `�2 # :It is well known that a stability type of the �xed point depends on the trae(trJ) and the determinant (detJ) of the Jaobian matrix. We de�ne sevenregion separated by three lines, detJ = trJ � 1, det = � trJ � 1, and11As a result, even if the eonomy grows along the utuating equilibrium path, thelong-run growth is not endogenous and requires positive population growth, as shownby literature using the similar assumption suh as Jones (1995) and Segerstrom (1998).Some literature suh as Young (1998), Peretto (1998), and Howitt (1999), point out thisproblem, and propose models that have non-sale endogenous growth. A survey of thisissue is presented by Jones (1999, 2005). Li (2000, 2002) argue that the preditions ofthese models depend on the knife-edge assumption and that the semi-endogenous growthpredition is more general. 21



Figure 4: Loal stability on the planedetJ = 1, as shown in Figure 4.12 We also known that, if the Jaobian weresomehow to move from inside the triangle with sink stability to outside, abifuration would our.detJ and trJ are derived asdetJ = ���� (1 + ��)�� �1�� � 1(1 + n) 1� ;trJ = ��+ 1� (1 + �)�� �1�� � 1(1 + n) 1� : (A.1)It is lear that detJ < 1 and detJ > trJ � 1, that is, the pair of detJ andtrJ does not belong to the shaded region in Figure 4.13 In addition, from(A.1), we obtain the following relation:�(�) Q B(�) , detJ R � trJ � 1:
12See Azariadis (1993, Ch.6) for further details.13Therefore, the possibilities of a saddle-node bifuration and a Hopf bifuration an beruled out. 22



B Proof of Proposition 5.1We linearize the system (5.5) around the �xed point (k�; ^̀�; �).264kt � k�^̀t � ^̀�t � �375 = Ĵ 264kt�1 � k�^̀t�1 � ^̀�t�1 � �375 ; where Ĵ = 264f̂k�1 f̂k�2 f̂k�3f `�1 f `�2 0f̂ �1 f̂ �2 f̂ �3 375 :It is easily shown that f `�2 = f̂ �3 = 1 and f̂k�3 = �1, therefore the eigenvaluesof the Jaobian matrix, Ĵ , whih are denoted as �, are obtained by solvingthe following harateristi equation:P (�) � jĴ � �Ij =� �3 + (f̂k�1 + 2)�2 + (�f̂ �1 + f `�1 f̂k�2 � 2f̂k�1 � 1)�+ (f̂k�1 � f `�1 f̂ �2 + f̂ �1 � f `�1 f̂k�2 ) = 0: (B.1)Here, f̂k�1 , f̂k�3 f̂ �1 , f `�1 f̂k�2 , and f `�1 f̂ �2 f̂k�3 aref̂k�1 = 1�� � (1 + �)(�(�) + 1); f̂ �1 = �(1 + �)� 1�� � 1� (�(�) + 1);f `�1 f̂k�2 = ��(1� �)(�(�) + 1); f `�1 f̂ �2 = ��(1� �)� 1�� � 1� (�(�) + 1):From lim�!1P (�) = �1 and P (1) = �f `�1 f̂ �2 > 0, there is at least one realroot that is larger than 1. On the other hand, P (�1) is given byP (�1) = 4(�� + 1)�� � 2(�� + 1) + [�2� + �(1 + �) + 1℄��� (�(�) + 1);then, P (�1) = 0 requires that parameters satisfyB̂(�)� �(�) = 0: (B.2)P (�1) is monotonially dereasing in �, and lim�!0 P (�1) = 2(1+ a�)�� > 0,lim�!1 P (�1) = �1. Therefore, there exists a unique value of �, �̂b, thatsatis�es (B.2). When � >hatphib, P (�1) < 0 and lim�!�1 P (�) = 1 hold, therefore, (B.1) has atleast one root belongs to (�1;�1) as shown in Figure 5. As similar, fromP (1) > 1 and P (�1) < 0, (B.1) has a root in (1;�1).23
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